Computer Science Department
COLLOQUIUM
Senior Seminar

Projects from the Fall 2001 Senior Seminar

Monday 17 Dec., 1:00–3:30

Ned N. Bingham — A Network Management Tool: Exploring Requirements Analysis

Abby Ge — An application: Competitive Analysis on the One-Way Trading Problem

Edward Kamonjoh — Autonomous Robots: A behavior based object oriented approach to problem decomposition

Levent Besik — Comparative Performance Analysis of Star and Hypercube Topologies for a Beowulf Cluster: A Simulation Approach

Tuesday 18 Dec., 1:00–3:00

Aaron Cayard-Roberts — A Register-Oriented Driver for Serial Ports with an Application to a Low-Cost ADC

Trevor Moss — Evolutionary Music: a genetic algorithm approach to creating sound

Jim Rice — Electronic Gaming: A Peer to Peer Approach

Dennis 220

Refreshments provided